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RESEARCH ARTICLE

Longitudinal Changes in Hippocampal
Network Connectivity in Alzheimer’s

Disease
Sophie Dautricourt, MSc, MD,1,2 Robin de Flores, PhD,1 Brigitte Landeau, MSc,1

Géraldine Poisnel, PhD,1 Matthieu Vanhoutte, PhD,1 Nicolas Delcroix, PhD,3

Francis Eustache, PhD,4 Denis Vivien, PhD,1,5 Vincent de la Sayette, MD,2,4

and Gaël Chételat, PhD 1

Objective: The hippocampus is connected to 2 distinct cortical brain networks, the posterior–medial and the anterior–
temporal networks, involving different medial temporal lobe (MTL) subregions. The aim of this study was to assess the
functional alterations of these 2 networks, their changes over time, and links to cognition in Alzheimer’s disease.
Methods: We assessed MTL connectivity in 53 amyloid-β–positive patients with mild cognitive impairment and AD
dementia and 68 healthy elderly controls, using resting-state functional magnetic resonance imaging, cross-sectionally
and longitudinally. First, we compared the functional connectivity of the posterior–medial and anterior–temporal net-
works within the control group to highlight their specificities. Second, we compared the connectivity of these networks
between groups, and between baseline and 18-month follow-up in patients. Third, we assessed the association in the
connectivity changes between the 2 networks, and with cognitive performance.
Results: We found decreased connectivity in patients specifically between the hippocampus and the posterior–medial
network, together with increased connectivity between several MTL subregions and the anterior–temporal network.
Moreover, changes in the posterior–medial and anterior–temporal networks were interrelated such that decreased
MTL–posterior–medial connectivity was associated with increased MTL–anterior–temporal connectivity. Finally, both
MTL–posterior–medial decrease and MTL–anterior–temporal increase predicted cognitive decline.
Interpretation: Our findings demonstrate that longitudinal connectivity changes in the posterior–medial and anterior–
temporal hippocampal networks are linked together and that they both contribute to cognitive decline in Alzheimer’s
disease. These results shed light on the critical role of the posterior–medial and anterior–temporal networks in
Alzheimer’s disease pathophysiology and clinical symptoms.

ANN NEUROL 2021;00:1–16

The hippocampus is a complex structure connected to
2 cortical networks, the anterior–temporal (AT) and

posterior–medial (PM) networks.1–5 On the one hand,
the anterior–lateral portion of the entorhinal cortex and
the perirhinal cortex are mainly connected to the AT cor-
tical network, which includes the anterior ventrolateral

temporal cortex, lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and amyg-
dala.2–8 On the other hand, the posterior-medial portion
of the entorhinal cortex and the parahippocampal cortex
are mainly connected to the PM cortical network, which
includes regions of the default mode network (DMN), as
well as the thalamus and the occipital cortex.2–7 The AT
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and the PM networks both converge with the hippocam-
pus with an anteroposterior gradient, the AT network
being more connected to the anterior part of the hippo-
campus, whereas the PM network is more connected to
the posterior part.

The AT and PM networks are of particular interest
regarding Alzheimer’s disease (AD) pathophysiology. First,
the interaction between the AT and PM networks is criti-
cal to episodic memory formation, which is impaired in
AD.4,9 Second, recent studies have demonstrated that the
AT and PM networks are selectively vulnerable to AD
pathology in cognitively normal elderly subjects, with tau
targeting the AT network, whereas amyloid-β pathology
preferentially affects the PM network.10,11

Previous studies widely reported decreased functional
connectivity between the hippocampus and regions of the
DMN included in the PM network, such as the posterior
cingulate cortex, in patients with AD12–15 or mild cogni-
tive impairment (MCI).16,17 Conversely, studies investi-
gating the connectivity between the medial temporal lobe
(MTL) and the AT network are limited and not consis-
tent, as both increased18 and decreased16,19 connectivity
have been reported. Intra-MTL connectivity increases have
also been reported in MCI and AD patients.16,17,20–22

Altogether, little is known about AD–related changes in
MTL-PM and MTL-AT functional connectivity and their
relationships with cognitive decline. More importantly, no
longitudinal study on MTL connectivity in AD has been
conducted to date, although it is particularly relevant, given
that connectivity changes might reflect dynamic processes
over the course of the disease.

In the present study, we sought to investigate the
changes in the functional connectivity of the AT and PM
networks in amyloid-β–positive MCI and AD patients,
with individually segmented MTL subregions as seeds,
using both a cross-sectional and a longitudinal approach.

First, we assessed the changes in the connectivity of
MTL subregions with the AT and PM networks in patients
on the Alzheimer continuum compared to healthy elderly
controls, cross-sectionally and, over an 18-month follow-up
period, longitudinally. Second, we investigated whether
MTL-AT and MTL-PM connectivity changes over time
were related. Finally, we investigated the relationships
between these connectivity changes and cognitive perfor-
mance in patients, cross-sectionally and longitudinally.

Patients and Methods
Participants
One hundred twenty-one participants from the Imagerie
Multimodale de la Maladie d’Alzheimer à un stade
Précoce (IMAP) cohort in Caen, France, were recruited in

the present study, including 53 cognitively impaired
patients on the Alzheimer continuum (ie, with a positive
florbetapir–positron emission tomography [PET] scan
using previously published methods), with amnesic MCI
(n = 27) or AD dementia (n = 26),23 and 68 cognitively
unimpaired healthy elderly controls, all amyloid-β-nega-
tive. All participants were required to have exploitable
structural and resting-state functional magnetic resonance
imaging (fMRI) scans. For the longitudinal analyses,
30 patients (14 patients with amnesic MCI and 16
patients with AD dementia) who had available and
exploitable repeated scans at follow-up (18 months later as
a mean) were included.

All participants were right-handed, native French-
speakers, had at least 7 years of education, and had no his-
tory of alcoholism, drug abuse, head trauma, or psychiatric
disorder. Patients met the National Institute on Aging/
Alzheimer’s Association (NIA-AA) 2011 criteria for amne-
sic MCI due to AD24 or probable AD dementia with
amnestic presentation25 and were all on the Alzheimer
continuum according to the new NIA-AA criteria.26 They
were recruited from local memory clinics. Healthy elderly
controls were recruited from the community and per-
formed within the normal range on all neuropsychological
tests from a cognitive battery assessing multiple domains
of cognition.

The IMAP Study was approved by a French regional
ethics committee and is registered with http://clinicaltrials.
gov (number NCT01638949). Participants gave written
informed consent to the study prior to the investigation.

Neuropsychological Assessment
Global cognitive efficiency was assessed using the
Mini-Mental State Evaluation (MMSE). Mean z score of
standard neuropsychological tests were also computed for
3 different domains: episodic memory, executive func-
tions, and semantic memory. For this purpose, perfor-
mances from different tasks of each cognitive domain
were z-transformed based on the scores of the healthy
elderly control group. Details on neuropsychological
measures and composite scores are provided in Table 1.

Neuroimaging Data Acquisition
All participants were scanned on the same MRI and PET
cameras, a Philips (Best, the Netherlands) Achieva 3.0T
scanner and a Discovery RX VCT 64 PET-CT device
(GE Healthcare, Chicago, IL), respectively. A high-
resolution T1-weighted anatomical volume was acquired
using a 3-dimensional (3D) fast-field echo sequence (sagit-
tal, repetition time = 20 milliseconds, echo time = 4.6
milliseconds, flip angle = 10�, 180 slices with no gap,
slice thickness = 1mm, field of view = 256 � 256mm2,
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in-plane resolution = 1 � 1mm2). Resting-state func-
tional volumes were obtained using an interleaved 2D
T2*SENSitivity Encoding (SENSE) echo planar imaging
(EPI) sequence designed to reduce geometric distortions
using parallel imaging, short echo time, and small voxels
(axial, SENSE = 2, repetition time = 2,382 milliseconds,
echo time = 30 milliseconds, flip angle = 80�, 42 slices
with no gap, slice thickness = 2.8mm, field of
view = 224 � 224mm2, in plane resolution = 2.8 �
2.8mm2, 280 volumes, acquisition time = 11.5 minutes).

Neuroimaging Data Preprocessing
Resting-State fMRI Preprocessing. Individual resting-state
fMRI datasets were first checked for artifacts using the
TSDiffAna routines. Briefly, a variance volume was cre-
ated for each subject to check that most signal variability
was restricted to the cortex. Datasets showing evidence for
significant movements (>3mm translation or 1.5 rotation)
associated with image artifacts and/or an abnormal vari-
ance distribution were excluded from subsequent analyses.
Data were then processed using previously published
methods, with slice timing correction, realignment to the
first volume, and spatial normalization within the native
space to correct for the distortion effects.27 EPI volumes
were then coregistered on the corresponding anatomical
MRI images, normalized to the Montreal Neurological
Institute (MNI) space applying the normalization parame-
ters of the anatomical MRI, and smoothed with a 4mm
full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) Gaussian kernel.
Resulting images were then temporally bandpass filtered
(0.01 < frequencies < 0.08Hz) and masked to include only

gray matter voxels, taking into account signal loss in EPI
volumes. The gray matter mask was obtained by combin-
ing the group mean T1 gray matter mask and a mask
based on the mean non–EPI-T2* volumes in the MNI
space, including only voxels with values greater than 0.25
in both mean volumes, similar to previously published
methods.28

Regions of Interest Definition: Segmentation of Medial

Temporal Lobe Subregions. An automatic segmentation
of MTL subregions was performed for each participant
with Automatic Segmentation of Hippocampal Subfields
(ASHS-T1) software, using individual T1-weighted
images. We segmented the anterior and posterior hippo-
campus, the perirhinal cortex, and the parahippocampal
cortex, and we combined the left and right segments to
have a single bilateral seed per region. Thus, 4 MTL seeds
(anterior and posterior hippocampus, perirhinal and para-
hippocampal cortex) were generated for each subject.

Neuroimaging Data Analysis
First-Level Resting-State fMRI Data Analysis. Resting-state
fMRI images were processed using SPM12 and the Mar-
sBaR toolbox (v0.44) in the following steps. First, for each
of the 4 MTL subregions, positive correlations were
assessed between the mean time course in the seed and
the time course of each gray matter voxel, resulting in
4 whole-brain connectivity maps for each subject. To
account for signal dropout, voxels of each seed were
thresholded with an implicit mask of 0.8 corresponding to
the global cortical signal for each subject at the first-level

TABLE 1. Demographic Characteristics

Characteristic

Cross-Sectional Data

p

Longitudinal Data, Patients, n = 30

Healthy Elderly
Controls, n = 68

Patients,
n = 53 Baseline Follow-up

Age, yr 68.2 � 7.8 70.8 � 8.8 0.07 71.5 � 8.5 73.2 � 8.5

Gender, F/M 39/29 22/31 0.08 9/21 —

Education, yr 12.2 � 3.7 11.4 � 3.6 0.28 12.6 � 3.6 —

MMSE 28.9 � 1.2 23.1 � 5.2 < 0.001 23.8 � 4.3 21.6 � 5.6

Episodic memory z score 0.0 � 0.9 �13.8 � 9.1 �13.2 � 8.0 �15.8 � 8.3

Executive function z score 0.0 � 0.8 -0.9 � 0.9 �0.7 � 1.0 �1.1 � 0.9

Semantic memory z score 0.0 � 1.0 �1.4 � 0.9 �0.7 � 1.0 �1.6 � 0.9

Episodic memory z score = Free and Cued Selective Reminding Test total recall and total delayed recall; Executive function z score = 2-minute verbal
letter fluency and backward digit span; Semantic memory z score = 2-minute verbal category fluency.
F = female; M = male; MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination.
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analysis. All voxels survived this threshold for each partici-
pant and each MTL seed. To remove potential sources of
spurious variance, the time courses from white matter,
cerebrospinal fluid, the whole brain, their derivatives, and
the 6 movement parameters generated from realignment
of head motion were introduced as covariates. A Fisher
z transformation and a 6mm FWHM smoothing were
finally applied to the individual connectivity maps.

Second, to compute the brain connectivity pattern
at a group level, for each MTL subregion seed, connectiv-
ity maps were entered into a 1-sample t test routine with
age, years of education, and total gray matter volume as
covariates. The statistical parametric mapping (SPM)-T
maps derived from each seed were thresholded at
p (uncorrected) < 0.005 with a cluster extent size (k)
> 200 voxels and binarized to be used as inclusive masks
in second-level analyses. Here, we set a lenient thresh-
old (uncorrected for multiple tests), as our goal was
only to use the resulting binary masks to limit the
follow-up (group comparison) analyses to the voxels
that were truly connected (even if poorly) to each
region of interest (ROI), so that follow-up analyses
(comparisons of connectivity strength) could be
restricted to these regions.

Characterizing the AT and PM Networks in the

Control Group. To characterize the AT and PM networks
in the control group, we performed a paired t test between
the individual connectivity maps of the perirhinal and
parahippocampal cortex seeds, as these MTL subregions
specifically belong to one or the other network, similar to
previously published methods.3,5 Two of the 4 ROIs from
each subject (the perirhinal and the parahippocampal
seeds) were thus used to generate the AT and PM net-
works. We defined (1) the AT network as the regions
more strongly connected to the perirhinal seed than to the
parahippocampal seed, and (2) the PM network as
the regions more strongly connected to the para-
hippocampal seed than to the perirhinal seed. Our goal
was to confirm that the AT network (ie, perirhinal > para-
hippocampal seed) preferentially involves the anterior part
of the hippocampus, whereas the PM network (ie, para-
hippocampal > perirhinal seed) preferentially involves the
posterior part of the hippocampus. The 2 resulting
SPM-T maps were binarized and superimposed to illus-
trate their overlap. Note that they were only used for the
sake of illustration (for qualitative overlap with results
from other analyses).

To investigate the projection of the AT and PM net-
works on the hippocampus, we superimposed the
binarized SPM-T maps corresponding to the AT and PM
networks onto the surface of a hippocampal 3D view,

using publicly available BrainVISA software (v4.6; www.
brainvisa.info), similar to previously published methods.29

Alterations in MTL Connectivity: Cross-Sectional and

Longitudinal Analyses. To assess patients’ connectivity
alterations in MTL subregions, we performed 2-sample
t tests between individual connectivity maps of patients
versus healthy elderly controls for each MTL subregion
(ie, anterior hippocampus, posterior hippocampus,
perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices). Age, years of
education, and total gray matter volume were used as
covariates, and the mask of the 1-sample connectivity map
of the corresponding seed was used as search space.

We then assessed functional connectivity changes for
each MTL subregion between baseline and follow-up in
the patient group. We performed paired t tests between
baseline and follow-up connectivity maps of patients.
Baseline and follow-up ages and total gray matter were
entered as covariates and the mask of the 1-sample con-
nectivity map of the corresponding seed was used as search
space. For the sake of the comparison, longitudinal
changes in MTL functional connectivity were also assessed
within the healthy elderly controls.

Results of the cross-sectional and longitudinal ana-
lyses were superimposed onto the AT and PM networks
defined above in the control group so as to determine
how much they overlapped with these 2 networks. In
addition, the same results were also overlaped on masks
reflecting amyloid-β and tau deposition topography in AD
to investigate the spatial overlap of our connectivity results
and the 2 main AD pathological landmarks. The mask
reflecting amyloid-β deposition was obtained by averaging
the partial-volume effect (PVE)-corrected normalized and
scaled florbetapir-PET images of all our patients. Because
tau-PET data were not available in our sample, we used
publicly available data from the study by La Joie et al30 to
compute the mask of tau-deposition in amyloid-β–positive
patients with MCI and AD dementia. For both masks, we
set the threshold so that only the regions with the highest
accumulation of amyloid-β and tau were highlighted.

For all voxelwise comparisons, a p (uncorrected)
< 0.005 with a cluster extent determined by an iterative
procedure for estimating cluster-level false-positive rates
(Monte Carlo simulation) with 10,000 iterations was used
to achieve a corrected statistical significance of p < 0.05
(AFNI 3dClustSim program, v18.0.11).31,32 We per-
formed additional correction for multiple tests across ana-
lyses with a threshold of p < 0.00625 (ie, for several tests
being run, for 4 ROIs and 2 contrasts resulting in 8 analyses).
Furthermore, we ran the same analyses using nonparamet-
ric permutation testing, thresholded using threshold-free
cluster enhancement (TFCE) and familywise error (FWE)
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correction for multiple comparisons at p < 0.05, with the
randomise algorithm of FMRIB Software Library.33

Statistical Analyses
Partial Correlation Analyses. As a next step, partial correla-
tion analyses were conducted to investigate whether indi-
vidual differences in connectivity were associated with
cognitive performance, cross-sectionally. The mean con-
nectivity values of each subject extracted from clusters
showing altered connectivity in patients was correlated
with cognitive scores, across all participants and within
each group. Pearson partial correlations were used, con-
trolling for age and education and corrected for multiple
comparisons using false discovery rate (FDR) correction to
correct for n = 36 analyses (3 clusters � 4 cognitive
scores � 3 groups), with a threshold of p < 0.05.

Linear Mixed-Effects Models. Then, linear mixed-effects
models were used to investigate the relationship between
MTL-PM and MTL-AT connectivity changes over time
in patients. This was done only for the seeds showing con-
nectivity changes within both the AT and the PM net-
works over time. We looked at the effects of MTL-PM
connectivity on MTL-AT connectivity and the reverse
relationship (effects of MTL-AT on MTL-PM connectiv-
ity). To this aim, the mean MTL-PM and MTL-AT con-
nectivity values extracted from clusters showing
connectivity changes in patients at follow-up were entered
as dependent variables. Connectivity and baseline and
follow-up ages were included as fixed effects, and a random
intercept was included for each subject. The results were
corrected for multiple comparisons using FDR correction for
the n = 4 analyses (2 seeds � 2 relationships) with a thresh-
old of p < 0.05.

Finally, we assessed the relationship between MTL-
PM and MTL-AT connectivity changes and cognitive per-
formance longitudinally in patients. Cognitive scores were
entered as dependent variables. Connectivity values and
baseline and follow-up ages were included as fixed effects,
and a random intercept was included for each subject.
The results were corrected for multiple comparisons using
FDR correction to correct for the n = 20 analyses
(5 clusters � 4 cognitive scores) with a threshold of p < 0.05.

All linear mixed models were estimated in R v3.6.2
(www.r-project.org) using the nlme package and the
restricted maximum likelihood approach.

Results
Patients had a mean age of 70.8 � 8.8 years and com-
prised 22 (42%) women. Healthy elderly controls had a
mean age of 68.2 � 7.8 years and included 39 (57%)

women. Patients did not differ from controls in age,
gender, or education level (see Table 1).

AT and PM Networks in Healthy Elderly Controls
The perirhinal network included the whole medial tempo-
ral lobe, temporal pole, fusiform gyrus, inferior, middle,
and superior temporal gyri, and orbitofrontal, posterior
cingulate, and retrosplenial cortices, bilaterally. The para-
hippocampal network included the whole medial temporal
lobe, temporal pole, fusiform gyrus, inferior, middle, and
superior temporal gyri, anterior and posterior cingulate
cortices, precuneus, retrosplenial cortex, posterior thala-
mus, and inferior parietal, medial orbitofrontal, superior
and middle frontal, and occipital cortices, bilaterally. The
perirhinal and parahippocampal networks overlapped in
the medial temporal lobe, temporal pole, inferior, middle,
and superior temporal gyri, fusiform gyrus, posterior lat-
eral and inferior temporal cortex, and medial orbitofrontal
and retrosplenial cortices (Fig 1A–C).

The direct comparison between the perirhinal and
parahippocampal networks allowed us to specifically high-
light the AT and PM networks (see Fig 1D). The regions
showing significantly higher connectivity with the per-
irhinal cortex than with the parahippocampal cortex
included the anterior hippocampus, entorhinal cortex,
amygdala, temporal pole, anterior inferior, middle and
superior temporal gyri, anterior fusiform gyrus, posterior
lateral and inferior temporal cortex, lateral orbitofrontal
cortex, and a small segment of the inferior insular cortex.
They were labeled as the AT network. In contrast, the
regions showing significantly higher connectivity with
the parahippocampal cortex than with the perirhinal cor-
tex included the posterior hippocampus, precuneus,
cuneus, retrosplenial and posterior cingulate cortices, pos-
terior fusiform gyrus, middle and superior temporal gyri,
lateral and medial occipital, lateral parietal, ventromedial
prefrontal, superior frontal, and anterior cingulate cortices,
and posterior thalamus. These regions were labeled as the
PM network. The projections of those networks onto the
hippocampal 3D surface view showed that the AT net-
work is projected on the anterior part of the hippocampus,
whereas the PM network is projected on the posterior part
of the hippocampus (see Fig 1E,F). This illustrates the
anteroposterior gradient of the AT and PM connections
to the hippocampus.

Cross-Sectional Alterations in MTL Connectivity
in Patients
The comparison of the anterior hippocampal functional
connectivity between patients and controls revealed signifi-
cant decreases in patients in the right angular gyrus,
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belonging to the PM network (t = 3.82, p < 0.05 cluster-
level corrected).

Increased functional connectivity was found in
patients compared to controls between the anterior hippo-
campus and perirhinal cortex seeds and left anterior medial
temporal regions (entorhinal and perirhinal cortices;
t = 3.65 and t = 3.97, p < 0.05 cluster-level corrected;
Fig 2 and Table 2). The result of the perirhinal seed was the
only one to survive after correction at the cluster level for the
number of seeds. In addition, only the result of increased
perirhinal connectivity in patients was recovered at a thresh-
old of p < 0.05, using TFCE, FWE corrected.

Furthermore, regions showing increased MTL-AT
connectivity in patients spatially overlapped with regions of
highest tau deposition only, whereas regions showing
decreased MTL-PM connectivity overlapped with regions of
both highest tau and highest amyloid-β deposition (Fig 3A).

These results were not related to the temporal
signal-to-noise ratio, as it was not different between
groups and was not correlated with connectivity in regions
where increases or decreases were found in patients com-
pared to controls.

Longitudinal Changes in MTL Functional
Connectivity in Patients
Significant functional connectivity decreases over time
from baseline to follow-up were found in patients between
the anterior and posterior hippocampal seeds and
regions belonging to the PM network (precuneus, pos-
terior cingulate cortex, bilateral angular gyrus, and left
inferior parietal lobule; t = 4.09 and t = 4.29, p < 0.05
cluster-level corrected).

Significant functional connectivity increases over
time from baseline to follow-up were found in patients
between (1) the anterior and posterior hippocampal seeds
and the right superior and middle temporal gyri, and tem-
poral pole, belonging to the AT network (t = 4.11 and
t = 4.69, p < 0.05 cluster-level corrected); and (2) the per-
irhinal cortex seed and the right inferior and middle tem-
poral gyri, and temporal pole, belonging to the AT
network (t = 4.46, p < 0.05 cluster-level corrected; Fig 4
and Table 2). All results survived after correction at the
cluster level for the number of seeds. In addition, all but
1 (4 of 5) of the results were recovered at a threshold of
p < 0.05, using TFCE, FWE corrected.

FIGURE 1: Anterior–temporal (AT) and posterior–medial (PM) networks in controls. (A, B) perirhinal cortex (PRC; A) and
parahippocampal cortex (PHC; B) networks in the healthy elderly control group, applying 1-sample t tests. (C) The overlap
between PRC and PHC networks is displayed in dark blue. (D) The comparison between PRC and PHC networks with paired
t tests was used to define the specific AT and PM networks. (E, F) The AT network (E) corresponding to the PRC > PHC paired
t test and the PM network (F) corresponding to the PHC > PRC paired t test were projected onto the hippocampus surface
views. The AT network projected onto the anterior part of the hippocampus, whereas the PM network projected onto the
posterior part of the hippocampus. For all results, maps were thresholded at p < 0.05 cluster-level corrected using a Monte
Carlo simulation. Ant = anterior; L = left side; Post = posterior; R = right side.
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Furthermore, regions showing increased MTL-AT con-
nectivity in patients spatially overlapped with regions of
highest tau deposition only, whereas regions showing
decreased MTL-PM connectivity overlapped with regions of
both highest tau and highest amyloid-β deposition (Fig 3B).

The pattern found in controls was opposite from that
found in patients, with significant functional connectivity
decreases between the posterior hippocampus seeds and the left
middle and superior temporal gyrus and temporal pole, belong-
ing to the AT network (t = 3.97 and t = 3.42, p < 0.05
cluster-level corrected) and significant functional connectivity
increases between (1) the anterior hippocampus seed and the
medial prefrontal cortex, belonging to the PM network
(t = 4.28, p < 0.05 cluster-level corrected); and (2) the posterior
hippocampal seed and the posterior cingulate cortex, belonging
to the PM network (t = 4.57, p < 0.05 cluster-level corrected).

The results of the cross-sectional and longitudinal
analyses are summarized in Figure 5.

Association between MTL-PM and MTL-AT
Network Connectivity Changes over Time
Linear mixed models showed that decreased hippocampus–PM
connectivity was associated with increased hippocampus–AT

connectivity, for both the anterior and the posterior hippocam-
pal seeds (anterior hippocampus: β = �0.52, p = 0.012; poste-
rior hippocampus: β = �0.59, p = 0.012; Fig 6). The
relationship in the opposite direction was also significant, with
increased hippocampus–AT connectivity being associated with
decreased hippocampus–PM connectivity, for both the anterior
and posterior hippocampus seeds (anterior hippocampus:
β = �0.23, p = 0.016; posterior hippocampus: β = �0.18,
p = 0.036).

Association between MTL-AT/PM Connectivity
Changes and Cognition
Assessing the correlations between MTL connectivity
alteration and cognitive performance cross-sectionally rev-
ealed no significant relationships after FDR correction.

Assessing the links between MTL connectivity
changes and cognitive performance over time in patients
revealed that both decreased MTL-PM connectivity and
increased MTL-AT connectivity were associated with cog-
nitive decline over time (Fig 7): (1) decreased connectivity
between MTL subregions and the PM network was associ-
ated with decreased performance in global cognition (ante-
rior hippocampus: p = 0.038), episodic memory (anterior

FIGURE 2: Cross-sectional alterations in medial temporal lobe (MTL) subregion functional connectivity in patients on the
Alzheimer continuum compared to healthy elderly controls. Between-group difference maps illustrate clusters of significantly
(A) reduced (in blue to white scale) or (B) increased (in red to yellow scale) connectivity in patients compared to controls for
perirhinal cortex (PRC), parahippocampal cortex (PHC), and anterior (Ant) and posterior (Post) hippocampus (HCP); (combinaison
of right and left segments for each MTL subregion). For each MTL subregion, the functional connectivity analysis was restricted
to voxels within the corresponding MTL subregion network mask map identified within each group. Two-sample t tests were
used, and results were thresholded at p < 0.05 cluster-level corrected using a Monte Carlo simulation. T score maps were
superimposed onto the Montreal Neurological Institute brain template. [Color figure can be viewed at www.
annalsofneurology.org]
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hippocampus: p = 0.037; posterior hippocampus:
p = 0.038), and semantic memory (anterior hippocam-
pus: p = 0.026; posterior hippocampus: p = 0.050);
and (2) increased connectivity between MTL subre-
gions and the AT network was associated with
decreased performance in global cognition (posterior
hippocampus: p = 0.012; perirhinal cortex: p = 0.012),
semantic memory (posterior hippocampus: p = 0.037),
and executive functions (anterior hippocampus:
p = 0.038; posterior hippocampus: p = 0.038).To test
for possible opposite effect in the early (MCI) versus

late (AD dementia) stages of the disease, we assessed the
interactive effects of the subgroup (MCI or AD) on
the relationships between connectivity and cognition
over time. No interactive effect of the subgroup was
found in the significant relationships described above.
Testing these relationships separately within each sub-
group showed that the effects of connectivity on cogni-
tion were significant in the AD dementia subgroup
only. In addition, connectivity changes in the control
group were not significantly associated with cognitive
changes.

TABLE 2. Cross-Sectional and Longitudinal Alterations in Medial Temporal Lobe Subregion Functional
Connectivity

Contrast Seed Brain Region MNI Coordinates T Value
Cluster
Size

Patients < controls Ant HCP Angular gyrus R 45 �66 26 3.71 455

Patients > controls Ant HCP ERC L �26 �2 �34 3.65 386

PRC L

PRC ERC L �27 �2 �30 3.97 1014

PRC L

Follow-
up < baseline

Ant HCP Posterior cingulate cortex L 0 �56 27 4.09 657

Posterior cingulate cortex R

Precuneus R and L

Angular gyrus L �39 �78 38 3.85 558

Post HCP Inferior parietal lobule L �34 �78 34 4.29 308

Posterior cingulate cortex R 3 �36 33 3.95 406

Posterior cingulate cortex L

Angular gyrus R 39 �58 34 3.92 231

Follow-
up > baseline

Ant HCP Temporal middle R 50 3 �20 4.11 370

Temporal superior R

Temporal pole R

Post HCP Temporal pole R 50 6 �22 3.93 182

Temporal superior R

Temporopolar middle R

PRC Temporal middle R 54 �8 �20 4.46 830

Temporal inferior R

Temporal pole R

Two-sample t tests (patients compared with controls) and paired t tests (patients at follow-up compared with patients at baseline), cluster-level
corrected using Monte Carlo simulation, p < 0.05.
Ant = anterior; ERC = entorhinal cortex; HCP = hippocampus; L = left; MNI = Montreal Neurological Institute; Post = posterior; PRC = perirhinal
cortex; R = right. For each cluster, the region listed in bold corresponds to the location of the peak, i.e., the most significant voxel of the cluster.
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Discussion
In this study, we found decreased connectivity between
the hippocampus and regions of the PM network,
together with increased connectivity in the left anterior
MTL and between MTL subregions and regions of the
AT network, in AD patients. In addition, we highlighted
an association between decreased MLT-PM and increased
MTL-AT network connectivity over time. Importantly,
we showed that both decreased MTL-PM and increased
MTL-AT network connectivity over time were associated
with cognitive decline. Moreover, we showed that these
MTL-cortical connectivity changes over time were specific
to AD, as amyloid-β-negative healthy controls showed an
opposite pattern of changes over time.

Functional Isolation of the Hippocampus from
the PM Network Contributes to Memory Decline
Both our cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses revealed
decreased functional connectivity in patients on the
Alzheimer continuum between the hippocampus and
regions of the PM network belonging to the posterior

DMN, which is consistent with previous studies.12–17

Here, we showed that these modifications are observed in
a selected sample of amyloid-β–positive patients with a
greater likelihood of AD etiology. Moreover, we found
that the decreases specifically concerned the hippocampus,
but not the other MTL subregions, suggesting that dis-
connection processes specifically operate through the hip-
pocampus. Finally, we showed for the first time that these
changes are measurable over time in patients on the
Alzheimer continuum, illustrating the sensitivity of this
technique to track the progression of the disease. Impor-
tantly, healthy elderly controls showed a reverse AT/PM
connectivity pattern over time, with decreased MTL-AT
and increased MTL-PM connectivity. This finding indi-
cates that the MTL connectivity changes observed in AD
are distinct from those occurring in physiological aging.

In the cross-sectional analysis, decreased connectivity
was only observed between the anterior part of the hippo-
campus and regions of the PM network, whereas it con-
cerned both the anterior and posterior hippocampus in the
longitudinal analysis. The disconnection between the

FIGURE 3: Spatial overlap between the results of the cross-sectional (A) and longitudinal (B) connectivity analyses and binarized
masks of the deposition of tau (flortaucipir [FTP]) and amyloid (florbetapir [AV45]) pathology in Alzheimer’s disease. Maps show
regions of highest standard uptake value ratio (SUVR) values of flortaucipir in amyloid-β–positive patients with mild cognitive
impairment and AD dementia from an external study (in green) and regions of highest SUVR of florbetapir in the patients on the
Alzheimer continuum of the current study (in yellow; t > 1.8 for both maps). Results of increased connectivity in patients (in red,
on the left) overlap with regions of highest tau deposition. Results of decreased connectivity in patients (in blue, on the right)
overlap with both regions of highest tau deposition and regions of highest amyloid deposition.
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anterior hippocampus and regions of the PM network
might appear to be counterintuitive, as the anterior hippo-
campus is classically described as specifically involved in
the AT network. However, it is important to keep in mind
that both networks converge on the whole (anterior and
posterior) hippocampus, although PM regions are more
strongly connected to the posterior than to the anterior
part. Interestingly a similar finding has recently been
shown in amyloid-β–positive MCI patients.16 In the lon-
gitudinal analysis, both the anterior and posterior hippo-
campus were disconnected from PM regions in patients.16

This suggests that regions of the PM network first become
disconnected from the hippocampus through the anterior
hippocampus; then, as the disease progresses, the discon-
nection process propagates to the whole hippocampus,
isolating the hippocampus from the PM network.

We found that the hippocampal disconnection targeted
the posterior regions of the DMN, known to be particularly
vulnerable in AD. Thus, the posterior DMN shows early
functional disconnection34–36 and amyloid-β deposition,37,38

possibly reflecting a higher vulnerability of brain hubs.28,35,39

Our findings reveal a link between longitudinal dis-
connection between the hippocampus and the PM network

and episodic memory decline over time in patients. This is
consistent with several previous reports showing that
hippocampus–PM network functional connectivity is critical
for successful episodic memory formation.4,27,40–42 This link
was not found in the patient group in our cross-sectional
analysis, likely illustrating the higher sensitivity of longitudi-
nal analyses, which considerably reduce interindividual vari-
ability, and/or this relationship being stronger as the disease
progresses. Interestingly, decreased hippocampus–PM con-
nectivity was also associated with decreased semantic mem-
ory (see also below), but not executive functions, suggesting
a specific role for the hippocampus–PM network in memory
formation. Hence, our results offer further evidence that
the functional isolation of the hippocampus from the PM
network contributes to episodic and semantic memory
decline in AD.

Increased MTL-AT Network Connectivity over
Time Contributes to Cognitive Decline
In addition to decreased functional connectivity, we also
found increased connectivity in patients on the Alzheimer
continuum within anterior MTL subregions cross-
sectionally (anterior hippocampus, perirhinal and entorhinal

FIGURE 4: Longitudinal changes in medial temporal lobe (MTL) subregion functional connectivity over time in patients on the
Alzheimer continuum from baseline to 18-month follow-up. Group difference maps illustrate clusters of significantly (A) reduced
(in blue to white scale) or (B) increased (in red to yellow scale) connectivity from baseline to follow-up in patients for perirhinal
cortex (PRC), parahippocampal cortex (PHC), and anterior (Ant) and posterior (Post) hippocampus (HCP); (combinaison of right and
left segments for each MTL subregion). For each MTL subregion, the functional connectivity analysis was restricted to voxels within
the corresponding subregion network map mask identified within the patient group at baseline. Paired t tests were used, and all
results were thresholded at p < 0.05 cluster-level corrected using a Monte Carlo simulation. T score maps were superimposed onto
the Montreal Neurological Institute brain template. [Color figure can be viewed at www.annalsofneurology.org]
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cortex), which is consistent with previous studies.16,17,21,22,43

In addition, we showed for the first time that increased con-
nectivity also extends to regions of the AT network over time.

Discrepant findings have been reported regarding
MTL-AT connectivity, including both increases18 and
decreases,16,19 which likely reflects differences in the stud-
ied patient sample (eg, severity, and presence of amyloid
deposition) or in the methodology (eg, previous studies
did not use individual seeds and/or did not assess AT vs
PM medial temporal lobe networks separately).

It is still debated whether increased functional con-
nectivity reflects aberrant neuronal activity or compensa-
tory processes. In the present study, increased connectivity
was associated with decreased cognitive performance,
supporting the hypothesis of aberrant and deleterious neu-
ronal activity. Whereas some studies similarly found a
negative association between increased connectivity and
cognition,20,21,44 the reverse relationship was reported in
other studies.18,43 It is possible that both mechanisms
(compensation and aberrant neuronal activity) are
involved in different stages—for example, that MTL hyp-
erconnectivity is a compensatory mechanism in the earliest
stages of the disease and then becomes inefficient or

deleterious later on.45 Examples of such dynamics could
be found in the literature, for example, in a previous study
showing a compensatory increase in frontal
acetyltransferase activity in MCI patients, whereas it was
reduced in patients with AD dementia.46 Our exploratory
analyses did not demonstrate distinct relationships
between connectivity and cognition in MCI versus early
dementia stages, but we might not have the statistical
power to detect such differential effects. Further studies
specifically designed to assess the early (SCD/early MCI)
versus late (late MCI/dementia) stages of the disease are
needed. In addition, connectivity changes were not associ-
ated with changes in cognition in the healthy elderly con-
trol group. This suggests that the links between MTL
connectivity changes and cognitive decline observed in the
patient group are specific to AD, whereas distinct connec-
tivity processes might be involved in ageing-related cogni-
tive decline. However, it is possible that we lack variability
in the cognitive scores to detect such relationships, given
that a 5-year longitudinal study demonstrated a relation-
ship between increased posterior MTL connectivity and
steeper decline in episodic memory in healthy older
adults.47

Increased MTL-AT connectivity was found to be
associated with decreased performance in global cognition,
semantic memory, and executive functions. The relation-
ship between semantic memory and MTL-AT connectiv-
ity is consistent with convergent evidence from healthy
subjects and patients with semantic dementia suggesting
that semantic processing is underpinned by the AT net-
work.48–51 However, it is noteworthy that semantic mem-
ory was also found to be associated with connectivity in

FIGURE 5: Summary of results of the cross-sectional and
longitudinal analyses. Cross-sectional alterations in medial
temporal lobe subregion connectivity in the patient group
compared to controls are represented with solid arrows.
Longitudinal changes over time in patients from baseline to
follow-up are represented with dashed arrows. Decreased
connectivity (blue arrows) predominantly affects the posterior–
medial network, whereas increased connectivity (red arrows)
predominantly affects the anterior–temporal network. [Color
figure can be viewed at www.annalsofneurology.org]

FIGURE 6: Associations between medial temporal lobe
(MTL)–posterior–medial (PM) connectivity decreases and
MTL–anterior–temporal (AT) connectivity increases over time
in patients. Decreased anterior (Ant; A) and posterior (Post;
B) hippocampus (HCP)-PM network connectivity predicted
increased anterior and posterior HCP-AT network
connectivity over time, respectively. Blue lines represent
fitted regressions from the linear mixed-effect models. The
shaded area around the fit line shows 95% confidence
intervals. All p values were adjusted with false discovery rate
correction. [Color figure can be viewed at www.
annalsofneurology.org]
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the MTL-PM network. This could be because although
semantic processing is mainly supported by the AT net-
work, it could also rely on other regions including PM
and frontal regions.52 Alternatively, this could result from
the dedifferentiation of the AT and PM networks, with
reduced segregation and decreased specialization related to

AD associated with Aβ and tau deposition, or to age-
ing.10,53–55

Alternatively, increased connectivity could be related
to other mechanisms, such as neuroinflammation pro-
cesses, which might modulate functional connectivity,56or
tau accumulation (see below).11,57

FIGURE 7: Relationship between and medial temporal lobe (MTL)–posterior–medial (PM) or MTL–anterior–temporal (AT) network
connectivity changes over time and cognitive decline in patients. Both decreased MTL-PM connectivity (A), in pink, and increased
MTL-AT connectivity (B), in green, are associated with lower cognitive scores over time. Predicted Mini-Mental State Evaluation
(MMSE) scores, episodic memory, semantic memory, and executive composite z scores are plotted over changes in connectivity.
Colored lines represent fitted regressions from the linear mixed-effect models. The shaded area around the fit line shows 95%
confidence intervals. All p values were adjusted with false discovery rate correction. Significant results are represented with solid
lines and nonsignificant results with dashed lines. Ant = anterior; HCP = hippocampus; Post = posterior; PRC = perirhinal cortex.
[Color figure can be viewed at www.annalsofneurology.org]
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MTL-PM Decreased Connectivity and MTL-AT
Increased Connectivity Are Interrelated
Our findings suggest a relationship between increased
hippocampus–AT connectivity and decreased hippocampus–
PM network connectivity. This association suggests that
decreased MTL-PM and increased MTL-AT connectivity do
not occur independently but that they are underpinned by a
common mechanism that affects both AT and PM networks
simultaneously. The evaluation of the link between MTL-
PM decreased and MTL-AT increased connectivity mirrors
the network failure quotient made available in the
Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative, which reflects a
ratio of increased and decreased connectivity capturing net-
work failure in response to amyloid and tau patholo-
gies.35,58,59 This is also in line with a recent model
proposing that the disconnection between the MTL and the
PM network causes intra-MTL hyperconnectivity.60 This
model is supported by studies showing associations between
hippocampocortical disconnection and increased local hippo-
campus connectivity in healthy older adults and AD
patients.20,44 Going further, we suggest that increased intra-
MTL connectivity, possibly resulting from the functional dis-
connection of the hippocampus from the PM network,
extends to increased MTL-AT network connectivity as the
disease progresses. The relative preservation of the AT net-
work in AD could explain why hyperconnectivity targets the
AT but not the PM network.38 The interaction between
the AT and PM hippocampal networks thus appears to be
a key mechanism in the pathophysiology and the clinical
symptoms of AD, and to be measurable over time. This
highlights the sensitivity, as well as the clinical relevance, of
this measure. Although the MTL functional connectivity
changes might not be useful to monitor AD pathology itself
(ie, the amount of amyloid and tau deposition), it might be
useful to assess to what extent AD pathology alters brain
network integrity, at both preclinical and clinical stages of
the disease. As such, MTL connectivity changes could be
useful in clinical trials to track the progression of the dis-
ease, notably to stress the effect of a treatment, to help with
the differential diagnosis, and/or to inform about the dis-
ease prognosis. However, to use such an MTL connectivity
biomarker at an individual level, harmonization across tech-
niques and countries, as well as validation in terms of sensi-
bility, specificity, and classification accuracy (through
receiver operating characteristic curves) across the whole
AD spectrum would be required. Future works are needed
to determine the usefulness of AT/PM hippocampal net-
work connectivity for early and differential diagnosis, for
prognosis, and to track the progression of the disease in
clinical trials. Our study also points to the AT and PM net-
works as potentially relevant targets for future noninvasive
neuromodulation therapies in AD.

MTL-PM Decreased Connectivity and MTL-AT
Increased Connectivity Differentially Overlap
with Regions of Highest Tau and Amyloid-β
Deposition
The overlap of our connectivity results with amyloid and
tau masks showed that MTL-PM connectivity decrease
overlapped with amyloid and tau pathologies, whereas
MTL-AT connectivity increase was only found in regions
of highest tau load.

That clusters with decreased MTL-PM connectivity
colocalized with both regions of highest tau and highest
amyloid-β deposition reinforces the possibly deleterious
role of amyloid-β pathology in MTL-PM disconnection60

and further suggests that tau might also be involved in this
disconnection. On the other hand, we found clusters with
increased intra-MTL and MTL-AT connectivity to col-
ocalize with regions of highest tau only, which is consis-
tent with previous reports showing that tau preferentially
affects the AT compared to the PM network.10,61,62 This
suggests that increased connectivity is particularly associ-
ated with the presence of local tau deposition and/or could
not occur in regions of highest amyloid deposition. This
could be related either to an aberrant hyperexcitability
associated with tau-induced disruption of inhibitory
synapses,63 or to a compensatory mechanism in response
to neural loss associated with tau pathology. Taken
together, this suggests that MTL-PM decreased versus
MTL-AT increased connectivity could reflect that
amyloid-β and tau burden differentially affects the PM
and AT networks.10,61,62

Limitations
This study has several limitations. First, the sample size of
the patient group at follow-up was relatively small. In
addition, our group of patients merged individuals at dif-
ferent clinical stages of the Alzheimer continuum (MCI
and dementia). Future longitudinal studies separating the
different stages, subjective cognitive decline, MCI, and
dementia, with larger sample sizes are needed to capture
the full temporal dynamic of increased and decreased
MTL connectivity in AD and the relationship with cogni-
tive performance. Second, as we were looking for subtle
differences across groups and longitudinally, we used a
cluster-level corrected threshold with Monte Carlo simula-
tion, which is less rigorous than the nonparametric
FWE-corrected approach. Five of 8 of our results,
however, survived nonparametric permutation testing,
thresholded using TFCE and corrected for FWE at
p < 0.05, demonstrating their robustness. The results that
did not survive this threshold would need replication in
independent cohorts. Third, the absence of tau-PET
assessment is also a limitation in this study. It would have
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been useful both to further characterize the population
according to the amyloid, tau, and neurodegeneration
(ATN) framework,26 and to assess the relationship
between MTL-AT/PM connectivity changes and tau
pathology, as highlighted in recent studies.10,62 To tackle
the absence of tau-PET assessment, we used publicly avail-
able data from the study of La Joie et al30 and overlapped
our connectivity results with a mask reflecting the pattern
of tau deposition in patients with AD. Fourth, assessment
of executive functions was limited as the scores used to
define the composite executive score did not allow
encompassing all aspects of this cognitive function (ie,
planification, abstract reasoning, task shifting, conflict
monitoring and/or inhibition). Future studies using more
complete and specific measures of cognitive functions are
needed to further investigate the relationship between
MTL-AT/PM connectivity and cognition in MCI and
AD patients.

Conclusions
In summary, this is the first study to provide a full picture
of the MTL subregion functional connectivity with both
cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses in amyloid-β–
positive patients on the Alzheimer continuum. We show,
consistently with previous studies, that decreases specifi-
cally affect the functional connectivity between the hippo-
campus and the PM network, whereas increases mainly
occur within the MTL and in the AT network. Moreover,
we show for the first time changes in the MTL connectiv-
ity over time within both the AT and the PM networks
(with increased MTL-AT and decreased MTL-PM con-
nectivity) in AD. Another novel finding of this paper is
that MTL-PM connectivity decreases and MTL-AT con-
nectivity increases are two interrelated mechanisms. Impor-
tantly, we found that both MTL-PM and MTL-AT changes
are associated with AD-related cognitive decline. Further longi-
tudinal studies, also including neuroinflammation and tau
brain measures, are needed to better understand the dynamic
and underlying mechanisms of these decreased and increased
connectivity processes, as well as their links with cognitive defi-
cits throughout the clinical spectrum of AD, from subjective
cognitive decline to dementia.
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